
My Word is a Fire and a 

Hammer



Isaiah 62:10 (NIV)

Pass through, pass through the gates!

Prepare the way for the people.

Build up, build up the highway!

Remove the stones.

Raise a banner for the nations.



Isaiah 62:11-12 (NIV)

The LORD has made proclamation
to the ends of the earth:
“Say to Daughter Zion,
‘See, your Saviour comes!
See, his reward is with him,
and his recompense accompanies him.’”
They will be called the Holy People,
the Redeemed of the LORD;
and you will be called Sought After,
the City No Longer Deserted.



Isaiah 62:10 (CEV)

People of Jerusalem,

open your gates!

Repair the road to the city

and clear it of stones;

raise a banner to help

the nations find their way. 



Isaiah 62:11-12 (CEV)

Here is what the LORD has said

for all the earth to hear:

“Soon I will come to save

the city of Zion,

and to reward you.

Then you will be called,

‘The LORD’s Own People,

The Ones He Rescued!'

Your city will be known

as a good place to live

and a city full of people.” 



Jeremiah 23

• Uncaring shepherds – wounded hearts

• Lying prophets – ungodly mindsets



Jeremiah 23:28-29(NIV)

Let the one who has my word speak it 

faithfully. For what has straw to do with 

grain?” declares the LORD. “Is not my word 

like fire,” declares the LORD, “and like a 

hammer that breaks a rock in pieces? 



Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pslnI0IPEc8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pslnI0IPEc8


Is not my word like fire?

 Purification

 Protection against the enemy

 Gathering of community

 Bringing transformation



Words that Stoke the Fire!

 Thanksgiving

 Testimony

 Praise

 Declaration of God’s nature

 Speaking grace and blessings

 Living the word



Is not my word like a hammer?

 Listen for the decree from Heaven

 Authority and timing

 Breakthrough!


